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data sheet RE-MUTE

Multifunction lamp that can be used in two different positions: folded or unfolded. Its indirect lighting suppresses glare and shadows, creating a pleasant 
and comfortable environment. In the folded position, it can be used as a support table, showing off its industrialized oak laminate top.

Designer: Kazuko Okamoto.

Year of launch: 2022.
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RE-MUTE RE-MUTE

Technical description:

Material:
Base and lower structure: steel.
Upper structure: aluminum.
Cable: black textile.

Dimensions: Folded: Ø324x1273 mm Ø12.75´´x 50.11´´ / Unfolded: Ø324x1583 mm Ø12.75´´x 62.32´´

For manufacturing reasons,
the design may have small variations

mm · inches
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textured 
white
RAL 9003

industrialized 
laminate oak

textured black
RAL 9011

textured silk 
grey RAL 7044 

textured silver 
grey RAL 7001

textured 
reseda green 
RAL 6011

textured 
beige red 
RAL 3012

textured 
tomato red 
RAL 3013

forge gray textured
bronze 
bagana

textured 
rust rame

Maintenance:

-Polyester paint:
For dry dirt (dust), a damp cloth is recommended.
For greasy/oily dirt (fingerprints), wiping with a wet sponge and washing-up liquid (Vim liquid) and then a damp cloth is advised.
The use of detergents containing solvents and/or pure ethyl alcohol should be avoided.

-Wood:
Using a cloth or products sold specifically for cleaning natural wood is advised.
Products containing solvents and/or alcohol should be avoided.

-Aluminum-metal-glass-melamine-plastic material:
Using a cloth or products sold specifically for cleaning natural wood is advised.
Products containing solvents and/or alcohol should be avoided.

Finishes:

For especial finishes and dimensions, consult.

*Polyester paint

Sustainability:

The used paints do not contain solvents, do not consume water and do not generate emissions or waste. The result is a lower environmental impact.

Creation date: 05.10.2022


